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26 Claims. (o1. 11’2_s0> 
This invention relates to stitching machines 

such as are used for making rugs, tapestries and 
the like in which the stitches are applied to a 
canvas or burlap backing according to the de 

‘5 sign desired. In making rugs, tapestries and 
the like by applying loop stitches to a canvas 
or burlap backing a loop was ordinarily inserted 
within the meshes of the burlap and the loop 
‘inserting instrument was then withdrawn. 

10 However, it was usually desirable to cut the loop 
to give a cut pile effect, but this cutting opera 
tion usually had ‘to be carried out by hand 
after the loop stitches had been applied in a 
desired design or pattern. 

15 In ‘addition, it was not possible to use a 
variety of materials for making the stitches 
such as pieces of fabric or rags, due to the 
limitations of the apparatus employed, and due 
to the dif?culties of holding the loops in posi 

20 tion after they had been formed and while they 
were being cut. 
An object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a mechanism adapted for either hand 
utilization or machine utilization, which may be 

25 used for making rugs, tapestries and the like, 
which machine will be of inexpensive construc 
tion and will not be readily deranged, even 
though subjected to considerable handling and 
usage, which will accurately hold the loops in 

30 position in the burlap both when the loop is 
being formed and when the loop forming mech 
anism is being withdrawn from the loop. 
Another object is to provide a stitching ma 

chine of the character above-described which 
35 will make loop stitches and will out such loop 

stitches by a single operation, said machine be 
ing of relatively simple construction and of 
relatively low cost. 
Another object is to provide an inexpensive 

40 and simple apparatus for making rugs, tapestries 
and the like particularly which is to apply a 
design or pattern to canvas or burlap backing 
by means of loop stitches, which mechanism will 
be adapted to handle a wide variety of stitching 

45 materials, such as rags, strips of cloth, yarn and 
so forth. 7 

Other objects will be obvious and will appear 
during the course of the following speci?cation. 
In accomplishing the above objects a stitch 

50 ing'machine construction has been provided with 
a plurality of longitudinally reciprocating mem 
bers, one of which provides an opening be 
tween the warp and weft threads of the canvas 
or burlap backing; a second of which inserts a 

55, loop in said backing, and the third of which 

cuts the loop, these members being preferably 
successively operated in the order described. 
In a manually actuated stitching mechanism 

it is most convenient to employ one manual grip 
device to insert the opening member in the 5 
backing material while another manual actuator 
may be provided for successively operating the 
stitching and cutting members. 
In the preferred embodiment preferably in 

association with these longitudinally operating 10 
members are a plurality of stitch holding mem 
bers, one of which is adapted to retain the half 
iormed ‘stitch previously made, while the new 
stitch is being formed, and the other of which 
is adapted to hold the stitching material being ‘15 
fed after it has been inserted in the fabric to 
form a loop. These holding members or means 
are preferably so arranged that they will release 
the thread or stitching material during the 
stitching action so that it may be readily fed 
through the backing, while at the same time 
they will hold the loop ?rmly against disten 
tion during the cutting operation and also pre 
vent the half formed stitch from being drawn 
out when the next loop is being formed by the 
pulling e?‘ect of the looping member. 
The above and other objects will appear more 

clearly from the following detailed description, 
when taken in connection with the accompany 
ing drawings, which illustrate one embodiment 30 
of the inventive idea. 
In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a side elevation of the machine in 

position before the members are moved; 
Fig. 2 is a plan View of the machine from the 35 

top corresponding to Fig. 1; 
Fig. 3 is a detail in section of a spring sup 

port for the needle; 
Fig. 4 is a plan view from the bottom corre 

sponding to Fig. 1; 40 
Fig. 5 is a longitudinal section on line 5-5 

of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 6 is a detail showing a ratchet mecha 

nism mounted on the slide; 
Fig. '7 is a section on line l—‘l, Fig, 5; 45 
Fig. 8 is a section on line 8-8, Fig. 5; 
Fig. 9 is a longitudinal section of the mecha 

nism at the start of the stitching operation; 
Fig. 10 is a longitudinal section of the mecha 

nism at the completion of the stitching action; 50 
Fig. 11 is a longitudinal section of the mecha 

nism after the cutting action is completed; and 
the next stitch is about to be made; 

Fig. 12 is a detail showing the ratchet action 
in the released position; 55 
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2,. 
Fig. 13 is another detail showing the ratchet in 

the disengaged position; 
Fig. 14 is an enlarged detail showing one form 

of point for the cutting member; and 
Fig. 15 shows one form of point for the stitch 

ing needle. 
The machine as illustrated in the drawings 

above described comprises a frame with a suit 
able handle at one end and terminating in the 
pointed guide at the opposite end. The point 
of this guide is inserted in the fabric and the 
members are operated back and forth within the 
guide by the action of the slide or driving mech 
anism. The yarn is suitably fed through the 
guide so as to be engaged by the forward move 
ment of the stitching needle which thus inserts 
the yarn through the fabric leaving a loop when 
the needle is withdrawn. ‘ 3 . 

In this invention a second member is brought 
into operation after the loop has been formed 
and by the continued motion of the mechanism 
this member cuts the loop so that the machine 
performs a complete stitching and cutting action 
in each operation. In this operation an escape 
ment provided in the mechanism releases the 
stitching needle from the driving action of the 
machine while the cutting member is moved 
forward into action. 
A clamp is provided to- hold the last stitch in 

place when the machine is in operation and a 
second clamp is provided which is brought into 
action to» clamp the feeding end of the yarn dur 
ing the-time the cutting member is in action so 
that both ends of the loop are held in tension 
when the loop is being cut. The second clamp 
is. operated by a ratchet mechanism so that the 
yarn is released as soon as the cutting action is 
completed thereby avoiding any tendency to 
withdraw the feeding end of the yarn from the 
fabric as the mechanism is changed for the next 
step. 
In the manufacture of rugs by the loop stitch 

as referred to a great deal of time is consumed 
in cutting the loops after the stitching is com 
pleted, with the present machine this labor is 
avoided. _ 

In the drawings, II is the frame of the ma 
chine which is constructed in the form of a rec 
tangular bar upon which the slide operates. This 
frame is connected with the handle l2 and has 
the hollow guide l3 mounted on the lower end. 
The slide I4 is preferably made from a piece of 
bent stock as indicated, with one leg |5 extended 
to form a handle. The slide moves freely on the 
frame H and- has mounted thereon a presser 
foot l6 formed of wire and arranged to engage 
the fabric b when the sitch is being made. The 
yarn a is fed through suitable eyes and into an 
opening l8 in the needle guide l3 and a clamp 
H is provided to clamp the yarn against |3a 
when the cutting member is in action. The 
needle guide I3 is provided with a foot I9, pref 
erably faced with soft rubber which engages the 
last stitch c and holds the yarn forming this 
stitch in place while the machine is in operation. 
The guide I3 is provided with a hollow point 

20 which is inserted in the fabric b and forms 
an aperture in the fabric for the yarn and for 
the needle and cutting member. The stitching 
member is indicated by 2| and the lower mem 
ber 22 is the cutting member, these members 
being operated by the slide I4. Member 22 is 
rigidly secured to the slide by the offset portion 
38 and the upturned end 39 Which-enters an 
aperture in the slide and-is held in place by 
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spring 40. The stitching needle 2| is operated 
by the slide l4 during the preliminary movement 
of the slide and is then released from the slide. 
This needle, as indicated in Figs. 1, 9, 10 and 11, 
is bent at right angles at 3|, passes through a 
slot 33 in the frame H and terminates in the T 
head 32. 
bent portion 3| is engaged by the edge of the 
curved channel 34 formed in the slide |4 thereby 
causing the needle to move with’ the slide until 
the T head engages the incline 35 on the frame 
II. This de?ects the needle against the action 
of the ?at spring 31 and disengages the shoulder 
of 3| from 34 so that the needle passes into the 
channel 34 thus arresting its motion by this 
escapement as the movement of the slide is con 
tinued. _ 

It will be observed that in the mechanism thus 
far described, the needle 2| and member 22. 
move together as indicated in Fig. 9 until the 
loop is formed and the cutting member 22 being 
shorter than 2| does not injure the strands of 
the yarn. The continued movement of the slide, 
after the loop is formed, moves the cutting mem 
ber only as indicated in Fig. 10 where the mem 
ber 22 is projected beyond the needle 2| and 
has cut the yarn or; at d. ‘ V I _ 

The needle 2| is preferably formed with a blunt 
curved edge as indicated at 2|a in Fig. 15 so’ 
as to form a channel for the yarn it below the 
curved channel of guide |3 as indicated in the 
longitudinal sectional drawings. The member 22 
is preferably ?at shaped to slide on ‘the needle 
2| and has a forked cutting edges as indicated’ 
at 22a in Fig. 14. These members are held 
against the guide |3 by the shoe 42 which is held 
in position by, spring 46. This shoe has a pair 
of lugs 43, Fig. 3, and a pin 44 inserted in slots 
45 in an expanded portion | 3b of the guide |3 
engages these lugs and the spring 46 thereby 
providing tension to hold the needle 2| and mem 
ber 22 in place. The shoe 42 is also provided 
with a base for the rubber pad H! which rests 
upon the stitches. ' 
The guide l3 and the spring'53 are clamped by , 

plate 52 and screw 5| to the frame ||. .The 
spring 53 is bent upon itself having an upper 
section 54 which supports the U-shaped clamp 
H, which, when in the depressed position clamps 
the yarn a against |3a asindicated in Fig. 10. , 

In the position shown in Fig. 5, the‘ 

15 

20 

35 

An aperture is provided at 55 in the slide to clear ‘ 
the incline 35 and the spring 54. During the 
stitching movement of the slide which has just 
been completed in Fig. 9, the spring 54 is not 
depressed and the yarn is free to be fed to the _ » 
loop. ’ - . 

When the slide has advanced to the cutting 
position as indicated in Fig. 10 the spring 54 is 
depressed to bring the clamp |‘| into action. This 
is secured by the ratchet dogs, Figs. 6, 12 and 13, 
which are mounted on the end l5 through the 
pivot 58 and comprise the dogs 56 and 51 held 
in tension by spring 59 and restricted‘by the stop 
60. A shoulder is formed on each dog at 3| 
which engagesthe spring 54 and depresses the 
spring as these dogs move forward on the in 
cline. The spring 54 is notched as indicated at 
82-62, Fig. 2, so that when the dogs 56 and 51‘ 
reach these notches, the spring is released and 
the clamp I1 is thereby released. This'release 
is arranged to take place after the loop has been 
‘cut. Upon the return of the slide M the inclined 
shoulder 63 of spring 54 forces the dogs 56 and 
51 apart as indicated in Fig. 13 so that onthe 
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return movement of'the slide the‘clamp |1 is'not 
brought into action. ~ 

In the operation of the machine, the yarn a 
is threadedthrough the clamp |'! and the aper 
ture I8 and around the end of the'needles. The 
point 20 is then inserted in the fabric and the 
slide moved down which ?rst forms the loop 
stitch as indicated in Fig. 9, then. clamps the 
feeding end of the yarn at I1, stops the move 
ment of the stitching needle and moves forward 
the cutting member until the loop is cut, then the 
clamp I1 is released, the presser foot I6 is held 
against the fabric and the frame is withdrawn 
until the point 20 is clear of the fabric when 
the machine is tilted as indicated in Fig. 11 to 
bring the point 20 into position for another 
stitch. The point 20 is then inserted in the fabric 
and the slide is raised to withdraw the members, 
and as the slide is moved down again the mem 
bers are brought into alignment with the point 
20 and thus a new stitch is made. The width 
of the stitch is determined by the extent of the 
de?ection of point 20 in the position shown in 
Fig. 11. This in turn is determined by the free 
movement of the members permitted by the shoe 
42, hence if it is desired to vary the size of the 
stitches all that is necessary is to change shoe 
42 to permit the necessary movement between 
the lugs 43 and the frame N, Fig. 3. 
This invention can be applied in a variety of 

forms by those skilled in the art to which it 
pertains and includes a full range of’ equivalents 
and alternatives. ‘ ' i 

It is apparent that the functions of the open 
ing member l3, the stitching member 2| and the 
cutting member 22 might be combined in less 
than three longitudinal reciprocating members if 
desired, and it is also apparent that one or more 
of the members I3, 2| and 22 might be omitted. 
Other means of protecting the backing b from 
being out than the tubular means l3 shown may 
be provided and if desired the forked cutter 22 
might be arranged to be inserted in the backing 
b, without danger of cutting the warp and weft 
threads thereof. The members 2| and 22 might 
be combined so that the stitching member 2| 
would have the action of the cutting member 22 
upon the loop when it has formed. - 
In place of the holding means IQ for the half 

formed loop and the holding means |3a—|'| for 
the stitching material a, other holding means 
may be provided to replace the holders |3a., I‘! 
and I9 as shown. The holder I9 may be modi 
?ed so as to grip the half-formed loop C posi 
tively in respect to the backing b if desired. As 
is apparent from Figs. '7, 8 and 15, the needle 2| 
may be readily shaped to receive strips of mate 
rials, whether straight, folded or twisted, as well 
as the round yarn as shown. 7 ‘ 

Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. In a stitching machine, the combination of 

a frame with a hollow point engaging the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide moving relative to said 
frame and a pair of members operated by ‘said 
slide and moving in said hollow point, one of 
said members applying stitches to the fabric and 
the other member cutting the stitch and means 
for moving the cutting member to» a greater extent 
than the stitching member by said slide. 

2. In a stitching machine, the combination of a 
frame with a hollow point engaging the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide'moving relative to said 
frame and a pair of members operated by said 
slide and moving in said hollow point, one of said 
members applying stitches to the ‘fabric andthe 

3 
other member‘cutting the stitch by a continued 
movement of the slide after the stitch is formed. 

3. In a stitching machine, the combination of a 
frame with a hollow point engaging the fabric to 
be stitched, a slide moving relative to said frame 
and a pair of members operated by said slideand 
moving in said hollow point, one of said mem 
bers having a stitching action and the other 
member having a ‘cutting action on the stitch.‘ ' 

4. Ina stitching machine, the combination of a 
frame with a hollow point“ engaging the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide moving relative to said 
frame and a ‘pair of members operated by said 
slide and moving in said hollow point, saidlmem 
bers being moved together during part' of'the 
operation of said ‘machine and one of said mem 
bers moving independently of the other during 
another part of the operation of said machine 
and cutting the stitch after it is‘ formed. 

5. In a stitching machine, the combination of a 
frame with a hollow point engaging the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide moving relative to said 
frame and a pair of members operated by said 
slide and moving'in said ho-llow point and an 
escapement for stopping the motion of one of 
said members when the stitch is formed while 
the other member moves with the slide to cut the 
stitch. ‘ 

6. In a stitching machine, the combination of a 
frame with a‘ hollow point engaging the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide moving relative to- said 
frame and a pair of members operated by said 
slide and moving in said hollow point, one of 
said members forming a stitch and a cam on said 
frame controlling said member to release it from 
movement with said slide and the‘other mem 
ber cutting the stitch formed by the ?rst member. 

’ 7. In a stitching machine, the combination of a 
frame ‘with .a' hollow point engaging- the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide moving relative to said ‘ 
frame,.a needle for ‘making a loop stitch’ op 
erated by said. slide and a member operated by 
said slide in said hollow point for cutting the 
loop of said stitch by a forward movement of said 
member. 

8. In a stitching machine, the combination of-a 
frame with a hollow point engaging the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide moving relative to said 
frame, a needle for making a loop stitch operated 
by said slide and a second member having a 
cutting edge at the end operated by said slide 
in said hollow point for cutting the loop of said 
stitch by a forward movement of said second 
member. ' 

9. ma stitching machine, the combination of a 
frame with a hollow point engaging the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide moving relative to said 
frame, a needle‘for making a loop stitch operated 
by said slide, means operated by said slide in said 
hollow point for cutting ‘the loop of said stitch, 
and‘ means for securing said stitch during the 
cutting operation against the action of the cut 
ting means. ~ ‘ 

l0..In:a stitching'machine, the combination of 
a frame with a needle guide engaging the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide moving relative to said 
frame, a needle for making a loop stitch op 
erated by said slide, a second member for'cutting 
said loop- and means for holding both ends of 
the stitch during the cutting operation. 

11. In a stitching machine, the combination of 
a ‘frame with a needle guide engaging the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide moving relative to said 
frame, a needle for making loop stitches op 
erated by said slide, means associated with said 
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4 
slide'for, cutting veach loop stitch'and means opi 
erated by said‘ slide for securing the stitch during 
the cutting operation against the pull of the cut 
ting means. ~ 

12. In a stitching machine, the combination of 
a frame with a needle guide engaging the fabric to 
be stitched, a slide moving relative to said frame, 
aVneedle-for. making'loop stitches operated by 
saidslide, means for cutting each loop stitch 
and means operative during the cutting operation 
forsecuring the stitch in the fabric against being 
pulled out by the cutting action. 

13.‘ In a stitching machine, the combination of 
a frame with a needle guide engaging the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide moving relative to said 
frame, a; needle ‘for making loop stitches and a 
member for cutting each loop operatively con 
nected with said slide and moving in said guide 
and a spring controlled shoe holding said needle 
and member in alignment with said guide and 
engaging the stitch. 

14; In a stitching machine, the combination of 
a frame with a needle guide engaging the fabric 
to be stitched, a slide moving relative to said 
frame, a needle operated by said slide and mov 
ing in said guide, and a spring controlled shoe 
engaging the stitch for normally holding said 
needle in alignment with said guide and limit— 
ing’ the de?ection of said needle relative to said 
guide whereby the length of the stitch is regu 
lated. 

15. In a, stitching machine, the combination of. 
a frame with a .needle guide and yarn guide 
engaging the fabric to be stitched, a slide mov 
ing relative to said frame, means for forming a 
loop stitch and means for cutting said stitch 
after it is formed operated by said slide and 
clamping means for clamping said yarn on both 
sideswof the point ‘where it is cut during the cut 
ting part of said operation.‘ I 

16. In a stitching machine, the combination 
of a frame with a slide thereon, a needle operated 
by said slide for forming a stitch, means including 
any inclined plane on said frame inclined in the 
direction of movement of said slide for disen 
gaging saidneedle from said slide after the stitch 
is formed and a member secured to and operating 
with said slide and having a cutting edge ar 
ranged to out said stitch after the stitch is formed, 
by the movement of said slide. . 

17. In a stitching machine, the combination of 
a frame with a slide thereon, a needle for forming 
a stitch operatively engaged by said slide, a 
channel in said slide, means for de?ecting said 
needle into said channel to disengage it from 
said slide at a predetermined position in the 
movement of said slide and a member secured to 
and operating with said slide arranged to out 
said stitch after it is formed. ' 
18. In' a stitching machine, the combination 

of a frame witha slide thereon, a yarn guide for 
the feeding end of the yarn, a needle operated 
by said slide for forming a stitch from said yarn, 
means for releasing said needle from movement 
with the slide after the stitch is formed and 
means operated by said slide for clamping the 
feeding end of the yarn after the stitch is 

formed.’ a . 

19. In a stitching machine, the combination‘of 
a frame with a slide thereon, a needleoperated by 
said slide for forming a stitch from a threadof 
yarn, means for releasing said needle from move 
ment with said slide after the stitch is formed 
and means operated by the .movement of the 
slide in one direction only for clamping the yarn. 
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3.20." In astitching machine, the combination? of 
a frame with a slide thereon, a needle operated 
by said slide .for. forming astitch from a thread 
of yarn; meansfor releasing saidineedle from 
movement with said slide afterthe. stitch is 
formed,- a: member moving with said slide ar 
ranged to cut the stitch after it is formed and 
means operatedjby said‘ slide for clamping the 
feeding end of. the yarn during the cutting opera 
tion only. > 

21. In astitching machine for inserting loop 
stitches in abacking fabric and for cutting such 
loop. stitches, a frame provided with a member 
for engaging thefabric to be stitched and for 
providing an opening therein, a stitching mem 
ber inserting arloop of the stitching material 
.through said opening and a ‘cutting member 
actuatedsubsequently, to said stitching member 
for cutting said loop, said cutting member sever 
ing the loop by ‘movement of the cutting means 
longitudinally of the loop. 7 ' 

22. Ina stitching machine for inserting loop 
stitches in- abacking fabric and for cutting such 
loop stitches, a frame provided with a member 
for engaging thefabric to be stitched and for 
providing an opening therein, a stitching member 
insertinga loop of the stitching material through, 
saidopeningand a cutting member actuated sub 
sequently togsaid‘ vstitching member forycutting 
said loop, said ‘cutting member and said stitching 
member being relatively laterally extended and 
being further provided at their operative ends 
inserted through the openings in the backing 
with notches,‘the notch of the stitching member 
being relatively dull to carry the stitch and the 
notch-in the cutting’ member being relatively 
sharp to sever the loop formed by the stitching 
member. ' r r , 

23. In a stitching machine for inserting loop 
stitches in a backing-fabric and for cutting said 
loop stitches after formation, means for succes-' 
sively providing an opening in the backing fabric, 
for inserting a loop in said opening and for cut 
ting said loop after it has been formed, said cut 
ting means including a forked cutter consisting of 
a laterally extending member adapted to be in 
serted in said opening and means for advancing 
said forked cutter after said loop has been 
formed longitudinally of the loop to out said loop. 

24, In a'stitching machine for inserting loop 
stitches in a backing fabric and for cutting such 
loop stitches, a frame provided with a member 
for engaging the fabric to be stitched and for 
providing an opening therein, a stitching mem 
ber inserting a loop of the stitching material 
through said opening and a cutting member 
actuated subsequently to said stitching member 
for, cutting said-‘loop, said cutting member and 
said stitching member being relatively laterally 
extended and vbeing further provided at their 
operative ends inserted through the openings in 
the backing with notches, the notch of the stitch 
ing member being relatively dull to carry the 
vstitch and the notch in the cutting member being 
relatively sharp to sever the loop formed by the 
stitching‘ member, and a shoe controlled by a 
spring for clampingthe stitching material'to the 
backing during the process of making and cutting 
said loop stitch.‘ I 1 I 7 , . ' V 

'25. In a stitching machine for inserting loop 
stitches in aibacking fabric and for cutting said 
loop stitches after formation, means'for succes 
sively providing an-opening in the backing fabric, 
for inserting a loopv in said opening and for cut 
ting said, loop afterit has been ‘formed, said - cut 
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ting means including a forked cutter consisting of 
a laterally extending member adapted to be in 
serted in said opening and means for advancing 
said forked cutter after said loop has been formed 
longitudinally of the loop to out said loop and 

prevent the half formed out 
stitch from being pulled out by the cutting 
member during the process of completing said 
half formed out stitch. 

26. In a stitching machine for inserting loop 
stitches in a backing fabric and for cutting said 
loop stitches after formatio , means for suc 
cessively providing an opening in the backing 

5 
fabric, for inserting a loop in said opening and 
for cutting said loop after it has been formed, 
said cutting means including a forked cutter 
consisting of a laterally extending member 
adapted to be inserted in said opening and means 
for advancing said forked cutter after said loop 
has been formed longitudinally of the loop to out 
said loop with means for clamping the stitching 
end of the material to the backing fabric, said 
clamping means consisting of a spring controlled l0 
shoe. 

WILLIAM ROSE. 


